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e world’s
coolest market?
QUITE POSSIBLY. SUZE OLBRICH INTRODUCES THE
PEOPLE MAKING TEL AVIV’S SHUK LEVINSKY ONE OF THE
MOST EXCITING PLACES ON THE PLANET TO EAT
PHOTOGRAPHS SOPHIA SPRING
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t’s rare to glimpse a city’s soul.
Especially when that city has
as many dawn-through-duskthrough-dawn attractions
as Tel Aviv. The 109-year-old
offshoot of ancient Arab port
Jaffa is renowned for its Bauhaus buildings,
Gay Pride revelry and status as Silicon
Wadi, the Middle Eastern tech capital.
With its beaches full of lithe locals working
out beneath gleaming towers, one might
imagine it’s all gloss, no content. Wrong.
And nowhere is its diversity and spirit more
evident than in its oldest market, shuk
(‘market’) Levinsky, in bohemian Florentin.
Tel Aviv’s neglected southern
neighbourhoods were originally the
preserve of Sephardic and Mizrachi
communities, but soaring rents elsewhere
led to an inﬂux of young, creative residents
– and Levinsky Market reﬂects this crossgenerational mishmash beautifully. It was
established in the 1930s by Florentin’s Greek,
Bulgarian and Turkish families. Since then, it
has supplied shoppers with nuts and dried
fruits, freshly ground sumac and za’atar,
Greek olives and cheese, Turkish bourekas,
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breads and halva, medicinal Georgian
herbal teas and cured ﬁsh.
“It’s a real street, not an area that
the city decided you should go to,” says
Levinsky’s acclaimed soda purveyor,
Benny Brigas, of Cafe Levinsky 41. “Victor
[of Victor’s ﬁsh store], he’s 94. The butcher’s
been there for three generations. Habshush,
the Yemeni spice merchant, he’s been here
since before Israel existed.” Still, it’s only in
the past decade that Levinksy re-emerged
as Tel Aviv’s racing, culinary heart through
the combined efforts of traders, inspired
food obsessives and mounds upon mounds
of love, graft and chutzpah.
>

MARKET FORCES
On Levinsky Street, chefs
use the high-quality
fresh ingredients
available in the market to
create the dishes in their
specialty restaurants

The sandwich
superstars
Yomi and Eitan Levi
“MY GRANDFATHER, Yom Tov, opened a deli
in 1947 in Istanbul. In 1969, he arrived in Israel
and asked friends what the best market
was. Everyone said, ‘Levinsky’,” says Tov’s
grandson, Yomi Levi, who now runs the deli
and sandwich shop with his brother, Eitan.
The family emporium is a trove of
wonders from across the Levant and North
Africa, including olive oil from the Golan

Heights, Turkish kashkaval cheese and
exquisite 70% sesame halva and cured ﬁsh.
The sandwich store opened as word
spread of the brothers’ ﬂair for artfully
ﬁlled breads. Their dedication demanded
bespoke loaves, too – “We developed
tiny, wholewheat sourdough bread with a
bakery” – which are the perfect carrier for
novel combinations, like pickled herring,
mustard, pesto, roasted garlic, peppers,
Kalamata olives and mushrooms.
FIND THEM At 43 Levinsky. Look for the
gorgeous olive display next to Benny’s soda
kiosk. The sandwich shop is a few doors up.
YOUR ORDER Yomi recommends the brisket,
mackerel and kashkaval. In the deli, the
halva is heavenly.
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The Asian
expert
Ifat Tvoua
SEEMINGLY, EVERY TEL Avivian has a soft
spot for Fiﬁ’s restaurant, where Ifat Tvoua
serves unique dishes, such as I Love David
Chang (glutinous rice-ﬂour gnocchi with
black vinegar and coconut cream sauce);
a Game of Thrones tribute with salad and
a ‘dragon egg’ centrepiece; or Worker Dish:
noodles, fried egg, soy sauce, vegetables
and a 48-hour-boiled beef stock topped
with more cow. So, how did an art graduate
end up ﬂogging dim sum on Levinsky?
Ifat waitressed through art school, then
it was a love of eating that drew her to
Tel Aviv. After a trainee stint at the highly
regarded restaurant Raphael, she headed
up the kitchen at popular Vietnamese haunt
Hanoi. “I didn’t know that was the food I
wanted to make till I started to come up with
ideas. It’s so dynamic, like complex fast food.
I love the action, the people it attracts.”
Fiﬁ’s esoteric, contemporary takes
on Asian plates are continually informed
by experiences at restaurants, such as
London’s Bao and Som Saa. “I come from
an art background, so I take a concept,
the essence of an original idea – maybe
a street-food dish from Vietnam – ﬁgure
it out and retranslate it by improvisation.
Some people laugh, but it’s how I work.”
Unlike other Levinsky newcomers, the
charismatic chef wasn’t lured here by
abundant ingredients or its burgeoning

reputation among food fanatics. Instead,
she says, “Benny [Brigas – see overleaf]
recommended this place to me. I had
another job, but something inside told me I
had to do it. Levinsky is an excellent place –
the best place to be in Tel Aviv.”
FIND HER Fiﬁ’s is a couple of minutes’ stroll
up Zevulun Street, leading north to Derech
Jaffa. It’s open from 6pm till the food runs
out, from Sunday to Thursday.
YOUR ORDER There’s no English menu, so let
Fiﬁ be your guide. Begin with the lettucewrapped tuna tataki and whatever ginger
beer cocktail is on that day, then balance a
noodle bowl with citrus-laden salad.
>

“Fi ’s unique dishes include I Love
David Chang – rice-flour gnocchi with
black vinegar and coconut”
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The gazoz guru
Benny Brigas
In 2012, culinary adventurer Benny Brigas
spied an opportunity in a kiosk on Levinsky,
which is the name of the street as well as
the market. “People were buying spices, but
there was nowhere to hang out,” he says.
The man who would become Tel Aviv’s soda
king, along with partner, Moshe Prizmant,
decided on a coffee spot. “At ﬁrst, we served
coffee with plain soda water alongside.”
Then someone suggested he revive Tel
Aviv’s gazoz (ﬂavoured soda) tradition and
the rest is history. “It came to me to treat
the gazoz as if I was plating a dish – to add
preserved fruits, herbs, plants, fermented
things.” He was bang on time, as swathes of
young folk landed on Levinsky, Instagram
blossomed and botanicals fell into favour.
FIND HIM Halfway up Levinsky, you’ll spy a
1970s pick-up truck adorned with shrubbery
– the seating section for Benny’s soda kiosk.
YOUR ORDER Coffee, accompanied by herbfragranced soda water and a square of
homemade marzipan.
>
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The houmous
hero
Tom Weissman
“YOU CAN SAY HOUMOUS IS my ﬁrst love,”
says Tom Weissman, proprietor of the
Golden Chickpea, which turns ﬁve this
August. “And for houmous, you need a
good spot, so people walk by and go: ‘Oh,
houmous, I’m hungry!’ What’s special about
Levinsky is that people travel from all over
to shop here. When we started, it was just
Benny and now every couple of months
something else opens.”
Weissman grew up in the Galilee and
spent weekends visiting neighbouring
villages with a friend, hunting down his
ideal houmous. “When I got to Acre, I
stopped looking. Mostly, I’d visit Humus
Said, in the old market. His houmous is very,
very good. You can stand waiting for an
hour, but once you sit, you feel like a king.
That was our inspiration.”
Having previously worked as a
carpenter, Weissman was well-equipped to
handcraft the wooden ﬁxtures of his open
kitchen, succulent-ﬁlled dining space and
inside/streetside dining bar, which is always
rammed with Tel Avivians of all ages and
appetites. It’s his commitment to please

“ e standard of
Israeli street food is
extremely high, so you
need subtle di erences”
everyone that attracts a mixed crowd, while
his talent for concocting seasonal specials
with ingredients from the shuk ensures
repeat custom. “The standard of Israeli
street food is extremely high, so you need
subtle differences. Not fancy, but A+,” he
says. His houmous merits top marks too.
FIND HIM Close to lunchtime, look for the
queue on Levinsky towards the market
section’s western end. If you’re after
houmous in the morning, as is Arab custom,
the wooden storefront with plentiful
greenery catches the eye.
YOUR ORDER The ‘half half’ will get you
houmous and mashawsha, which is the
deconstructed constituents of the dish
(whole chickpeas dressed with seasoned
tahini). Three sides per person, such as
herby falafel, fried cauliﬂower and roasted
aubergine, turn this snack into a feast.
>
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The tahini king
Yonatan Berrebi
HATAHINIA, LEVINSKY’S LATEST opening,
is the work of tattooed Yonatan Berrebi.
After a career in starry restaurants, he had
a mind to do things his own way. “I wanted
something Tel Aviv hadn’t seen,” he says.
He now serves an ever-evolving menu of
intricate dishes based on Levantine sesame
paste, such as padron pepper-infused tahini
with albacore tuna, red pepper, spices
and coriander. His hometown’s proclivity
for a party is sated via uproarious Friday
brunches. “They’ll be HaTahinia’s signature,”
he says. “Here, brunches start at noon and
last till three, when everyone goes home

to slee
sleep before going out.” Yonatan also
makes his own arak, the local, aniseedﬂavoured
liquor. “Mine’s sweet, ﬂavoursome
avou
and very
ve easy to drink.”
FIND HIM
H Serving divine tahini concoctions
from midday
to midnight. Look for the
m
grafﬁti
t art, a few metres down and across
the wa
way from the Yom Tov Sandwich Shop.
YOUR ORDER Ask a server to translate
what’s on the board, and chat to Yonatan
about any likes and dislikes to shape your
perfect
perfec meal. And try that arak ASAP.

DESTINATION TEL AVIV
Stay 3 nights B&B at 4-star Grand Beach Tel Aviv,
departing London Luton 19 May, from £389pp*.
easyJet.com/holidays
easyJet ﬂies to Tel Aviv from 14 destinations
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